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SINGULAR COMPACTIFICATIONS OF PRODUCT SPACES

By

Kazuo Tomoyasu

Abstract. Assume that both X and Y are non-compact locally

compact spaces. Let 8{X x Y) be a compactification of X x Y such

that 8(X x Y) > coX x coY, where coX and mY are the one-point

compactifications of X and Y, respectively. Then J. L. Blasco [2]

proved the theorem that S(X x Y) is not a weakly singular com-

pactificationof X x Y if X is pseudcompact. In thispaper we give an

alternative,simpler proof for the above theorem. Furthermore, in the

case X is either a non-separable metrizable space or a separable

metrizable space with a non-compact quasi-component space Q(X)

and d{Y) < d(X), where d(X) is the density of X, for any compact

space S we establish a theorem that X x Y has a singular com-

pactification with S as a remainder if and only if X has a singular

compactification with S as a remainder.

1. Introduction

In thispaper all topological spaces are locally compact and Hausdorff and all

compactifications are Hausdorff. For compactificatlons aX and yX of X we will

write olX > yX if there existsa continuous map / : aX ―>yX such that / ＼xis an

identity on X. If such an / exists which is a homeomorphism we will write

aX ≪ yX and two compactifications aX and yX are called equivalent or ocX is

equivalent to yX. In this paper we willinvestigate the singular compactifications

of product spaces. The concept of singular set of a map was introduced by G. T.

Whyburn [23] and [24]. Later it was investigated by G. L. Cain, Jr. [3],[4] and

R. F. Dickman, Jr. [131. Furthermore, [6], [8] and [11] treated singular com-
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pactificationsin detail. A compactification aX of X is singular (resp. weakly

singular) if and only if the remainder txX - X is a retract (resp. neighborhood

retract) of aX [17]. Note that every singular compactification is weakly singular

and not every weakly singular compactification is singular.

The technique of singular compactifications is very important to the theory of

Wallman-type compactifications. For example, proving A. K. Steiner and E. F.

Steiner'sTheorem which is known as a reduction theorem (cf.[22], theorem), we

need to construct a singular compactification of a discrete space in order to get a

geometrical proof (cf. [7], example 2). Then singular compactifications are

interesting ones in their own right.

In 1965, W. W. Comfort [12] asked the question of whether there are two

non-empty retractive spaces whose product is also retractive, where a non-

compact space X is retractiveprovided that fiX ―X is a retract of the Stone-Cech

compactificaiton fiX. It is well-known that every retractive space must be locally

compact and pseudocompact (cf. [15], theorem 0.1).

Subsequently, W. W. Comfort's question was solved by J. L. Blasco [1].Let

X and Y be non-compact spaces. J. L. Blasco proved that X x Y is not retractive

and then fi(X x Y) is not a singular compactification of X x Y (cf.[1],theorem 1).

Recently, J. L. Blasco extends the above theorem in the following: Let

8{X x Y) be a compactification of 1x7 such that 8{X x Y) > coX x coY,

where coX and coY are the one-point compactifications of X and Y, respectively.

If X is pseudocompact, then 8(X x Y) is not a weakly singular compactification

oflx 7 (cf.[2],corollary 2.4(b)).He uses a certain functional analysis technique

to prove this theorem. In section 2, we will give an alternative,simpler proof for

the above theorem.

In 1985, T. Kimura [20] gave the necessary and sufficientcondition is that a

product space X x Y has an Ko-point compactification. Recently, T. Kimura [21]

gave the necessary and sufficientconditions on metric spaces X and Y which

characterize the product space X x Y having the set of all compact metric spaces

as remainders. This is a partialanswer for the problem posed by J. Hatzenbuhler

and D. A. Mattson [18]. Here we are interested in the class of singular com-

pactifications.Then considering these aspects, we may ask the following question:

Fix a compact space K. Give necessary and sufficientconditions on non-compact

spaces X and Y which characterize the product space 1x7 having a singular

compactification with las a remainder. In section 3, in the case X is either a

non-separable metrizable space or a separable metrizable space with a non-

compact quasi-component space Q(X) and d(Y)<d(X), where d(X) is the

density of X, for any compact space S we establish a theorem that X x Y has a
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singular compactification with S as a remainder if and only if X has a singular

compactification with S as a remainder.

For undefined notation and terminology, see [91 or [161.

2. A remark on Blasco's Theorem

In this section we will give an alternative,simpler proof for J. L. Blasco's

Theorem [2]. coX denotes the one-point compactification of a non-compact space

X throughout this paper. Let X be a set and k a cardinal. We will write [X]K for

{A cz X: ＼A＼= k). Recall that a space is pseudocompact if and only if every

sequence of infinitelymany non-empty open sets has a cluster point.

At first,we willbegin with the following lemma which was proved by G. D.

Faulkner [171.

Lemma 2.1. Let aX be a compactificationof a non-compact space X and yX

a compactificationof X such that yX < aX. If aX is singular{resp. weakly

singular),then yX is singular(resp. weakly singular).

In thispaper we willwrite coo for {0,1,...}. Now, we will give an alternative,

simpler proof for J. L. Blasco's Theorem [2].

Theorem 2.1. Let X he a non-compact space, Y a non-compact space and

S(X x F) a compactification of X x Y with S(X x Y) >coX x coY. If X is

pseudocompact, then 3(X x Y) is not a weakly singular compactification of X x Y.

Proof. From Lemma 2.1 it Is sufficientto show that coX x a>Y is not

a weakly singular compactification of X x Y. We set Z = X x Y and SZ =

coXxcoY. coX and coY denote X＼J{p(0] and Y＼J{qw} respectively, where

Pco $ X and qm $ Y. Assume that SZ is a weakly singular compactification of Z.

Then there existsa compact subset F in Z and a retraction r :3Z ―F ―≫SZ ―Z.

Without loss of generality,we can assume that F ― Fx x Fy, where Fx and FY

are compact subsets of X and Y, respectively.Since Z is locally compact, SZ ―Z

is closed in SZ. Let Kx and Ky be relativelycompact open subsets of X and Y

respectively such that Kx => Fx and Ky =>FY. Take a point xo e X ―cljrKx. Let

C/q be a compact neighborhood of xo such that U'QD dx Kx ― 0. Since r is

continuous, t~1(U'qx {^w}) is neighborhood of (xo,^)- Then there existcompact

neighborhoods C/q of xq and Bo of qm respectively such that r(Uo x Bq) a

Uq x {g^} and BondYKY = 0. Since (minW5o) - cly JTy # 0, we take a
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point jo e (Fnint^yBo) - cly Ky such that r((xo,yo)) e Uq x {qm}. Let V'Q be a

compact neighborhood of jo such that V^Hcly Ky = 0. Since r is continuous,

r~1({/7<o} x ^o) *s a neighborhood of (pm,yo). Then there exist compact

neighborhoods Aq of /?≫ and Fq of yo respectively such that AR (~)( Uq U cly J£y) =

0, Vq a V'q and r(^4o x Vq) c {/*≪} x V'q. We will define inductively the sequences

＼Xnfn<co0>
{yn}n<(Oo>

ly*≫}n<w0'
i^nin<co0' {^nfn<co0

＼.'nJn<a>o> l^nfrKcoo
aI1C^ 1 ^≪Jn≪Bo

with the following properties for all n < coq:

(1) Un and U'n (resp. Vn and F^) are compact neighborhoods of xn (resp. j≪)

such that Un^U'nczX - clx Kx (resp. Vn c F^ c F - clF^r),

(2) ^4B (resp. 2?w) is a compact neighborhood of pm (resp. ^w) such that

An+i a An (resp. Bn+i c 5B),

(3) ^fl(^Uclx^x) = 0 and U'n+l c: An,

(4) 5W+1 fi(F^ Uclr^F) = 0 and F^ c Bn,

(5) r(An x Fw) c {/≫,} x F^ and rC^ x B≪) c ^ x {qa},

(6) r((jcB+i, jw)) 6 {/?,} x Fw and r((xn,yn)) e Un x {^}.

Assume that the construction is made for any k < n + 1. Then r(^4w x Vn) c

{/?≪} x Fj by (5). Take a point xK+i 6 XDint^x An such that r((jcB+i,^B)) e

{i?w} x Vn. Let t/^+1 be a compact neighborhood of xB+i with U'n+l cz AnC＼X. As

above, there exist compact neighborhoods Bn+＼ and Un+i of ^ and xn+i respec-

tively such that Un+i c t/B+1, BB+i c 5B, Bn+l n F^ = 0 and r(C/B+i x 5B+i) c

t/B+i x {^}. Take a point yn+l e y nintc,y5B+i such that r((xB+i,.yB+i)) e C/B+i x

{qco}. Let F^+1 be a compact neighborhood of yn+＼ with V'n+l cz Yf)Bn+＼. Then

there exist compact neighborhoods An+＼ and Vn+＼ of /?≪ and _yn+i respectively

such that Vn+i c KH+1, ^n+1 c ^B, ^n+i II U'n+l = 0 and r(An+i x F≪+i) c {/?≪} x

V' ,. Now the inductive process is complete.

Claim (1). If (m, v) is a cluster point of the sequence {{xn+i,yn)}n<COo, then

r((u,v)) = (Pa,,gm).

Claim (2). Put S = {(m,-,Vj)}j<COo,where ≪,-e Unj, vj e Vmj and ≪,-< w,- < ≪/+i

for any j < cqq. If (w, y) is a cluster point of the sequence S, then r((≪,y)) =

We will prove the Claim (1). From (6) it follows that the sequence

{r((xn+uyn))}n<(0Q cz {Pco} x (Y-KY). Thereforer((u,v)) ed6z{{pm} x (Y-KY)).

Note that (≪,y) e cW{(x,-,^) : /:>;>0}. From (2), (4) and (5), {/■((*,-,;>;*)):

k>j>0}c(X-Kx)x {qco}, therefore r((w, y)) e cl^z((X - A≫ x {qm}). Since

cljZ((Z - Ai-) x {qa}) flcl4jZ({p<B} x (Y - KY)) = {(/?≪,qa)}, we have proved

that r((u,v)) = {pm,qto)-
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Claim (2) can be proved with a similar argument since r((uj,Vj)) e

(X - Kx) x {qa} for every j < coq and r((uk,vj)) e {pw} x (Y - J£F) for every

k > j > 0. Claims are proved.

Since if is pseudocompact, {intx Un : n < coq} is not locally finite. Since X is

locally compact, there exist a compact subset K in X and y4 e [coo]Wo such that

j°n= intx{KC＼ Un) ^ 0 for every neA. On the other hand, we note that

{{xn+＼,yn)}n<COo has a cluster point in SZ. If (≪,u) is a cluster point of

{(*,+!,jF≪)}n<ft)0, then from Claim (1) r{(u,v)) = {pm,qco)- Then {p^q^) e

chz{r{{xn+i,yn))}n<m- From (6) and this fact it follows that each neighbor-

hood V of qm in coY there exists a B(V) e [too]400 such that FH F≪ #0 for

every ≪g5(F). Let ≪o = min v4. Since Pno =£0, we take a point ?o e Pn0- Then

there exists a compact neighborhood go of qw in coY such that r({ro} x Qq) c

^≪0 x {#≫}･ Since go is a compact neighborhood of gw, we take a number

wq e B(Qo) such that mo > hq. We can take a point zq e Vm D
go since

mo el?(go). Continuing by induction, we obtain the sequences {tj}j<m, {zj}j<COo,

{^};<(ao) {Qj}j<co0 and iB(Qj)}j<co0 with the following properties for every j < c0:

(1) tje Pnj and r({tj} x g;-) c PBy x {qm} cz K x {qco},

(2) zj e Vmj n gy-,

(3) rij< nij < rij+i where mj e B{Qj) and rij,≪/+i e ^4.

If (u,v) is a cluster point of the sequence {{tj,Zj)}j<COo, from Claim (2) it fol-

lows that r((u,v)) = (pa^qco). However, this is impossible since the sequence

{r({tj,Zj))}j<(0o <= K x {qo}- Thus there exists no retractions r :3Z ― F ―*■SZ ― Z.

Therefore SZ can not be a weakly singular compactification of Z. Then the proof

is complete. □

Let <xX be a compactification of X. For an open set U of X, we set

extaZt/= aX-claZ(X- C/).

Lemma 2.2. Let X be a non-compact space and Y a non-compact space. IfaX

and SY are compactifications of X and Y respectively, then coX x coY < aX xSY.

Proof. Put coX = Xy}{p(o＼ and coY = Y＼}{q(a＼, where we assume that

pw$X and q^ 4 Y. We will define a map n : aX xSY ―+ coX xc7 as follows:

*(*) =
<

2,

(Pa>,y),

if z e X x Y

if z = (x, y) e (aX - X) x {y} for some je7

if z = (x,y) e {x} x (SY - Y) for some xeX

(/>≪,,?≪,),ifze(aX-X)x(3Y-Y)
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It is sufficientto show that n is continuous and then the only thing in need of

proof is that we have to show the following three cases.

Case 1. Let U be an open neighborhood of pm in mX and V an open set

of Y such that cly V is compact. Then we will verify that n~l(UxV) =

Qxtax(Uf)X) x V. In fact, since X-(UC＼X) is compact in X, extax(UC＼X) =

(Ur＼X)＼J(aX-X). Then n~l(U x V) = ((UClX) x V) U (jyeV(aX - X) x {y}

= ex.Lr(Ur＼X) x V.

Case 2. Let U be an open set of X such that clx U is compact and V an

open neighborhood of qm in coY. Then mimicking the similarargument of Case

1, we can verifythat tcx(U x V) = U x ext<$F(Fn F).

Case 3. Let U and V be open neighborhoods of pm and q^ in coX and coF

respectively.Then we willverifythatn'＼U x F) = extaj(l7n X) x ext^FD F).

Note that n-l(U x V) = (UDX) x (FflF)U(aJ-J) x (SY - Y)U(UnX) x

(<5F-7)U(aI-I)x(Fn7). Since extaX(UnX) = (UHX) U (aX - X) and

ext<5y(FnF) = (FnF)U(^7-F), n~l{Ux V)=extaX{UC)X) xextSY(VnY).

Cases 1, 2 and 3 imply that n is continuous. Hence coX x coY < aX xSY.

D

From Lemma 2.2 we can get the following corollary:

Corollary 2.1. Let X be a non-compact space and Y a non-compact space.

If X is pseudocompact, aX xyY is not a weakly singular compactificationof

X x Y for any compactificationsaX and yY of X and Y respectively.

The following example shows that the pseudocompactness in Corollary 2.1

can not be drooBed.

Example 2.1. Let X be the half open interval [0, 1) with a usual topology.

Obviously, we note that coX x coX is a singular compactification of X x X.

In Corollary 2.1 we note that if X is pseudocompact, aX x yY is not a

singular compactification of X x Y for any compactifications otX and yY of X

and Y, respectively.Here, the condition of pseudocompactness is not a necessary

condition, i.e.,there exists a non-pseudocompact space X such that aX x yX is

not a singular compactification of X x X for any compactifications <xX and yX

nf F
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Example 2.2. Let R be the real line with a usual topology. However,

coR x coR is not a singular compactification of R x R. In fact,it is well-known

the fact that there exists no retractions r : coR x coR ― wR x coR ―R x R. From

Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 <xR x SR is not a singular compactification of R x R

for any compactifications a^ and SR of i?.

The following remark was pointed out by Professor K. Kawamura.

Remark 2.1. If qlX is a compactification of X with closed unit interval I as

a remainder, then aX is singular since / is an AR. On the other hand, the

converse J. L. Blasco's Theorem cannot hold. In fact,let X be denoted by the

half open interval [0,1) with a usual topology and let P be a pseudo-arc (cf.[19]).

Recall that pseudo-arc is a hereditarilyindecomposable continuum and every

continuous image of / into a pseudo-arc is a one point. Fix a point p e P and put

Y = P ―{/?}. We can easily verify to see that coX x coY is not a weakly singular

compactification of X x Y and both X and Y is not pseudocompact.

3. Characterization of singular eompactificatrons of product spaces

If one factor is compact, the following proposition holds.

Proposition 3.1. Let X he a non-compact space and K a compact space.

Then aX is a singular compactification of X if and only if aX x K is a singular

compactification of X x K.

Proof. Necessity. Since aX is a singular compactification of X, there exists

a retraction r : aX ― olX ―X. Then a map s : olX x K ^ (aX ― X) x K is

defined by s((x,k)) = (r(x),k) for (x,k) eolX x K. Clearly, we note that s is a

retraction from <xX x K onto (aX ―X) x K. Thus qlX x K is a singular com-

pactification of I x J[.

Sufficiency. Since <xX x K is sl singular compactification of X x K, there

exists a retraction r : ocX x K ― (aX - J) x f. Take a point k e K. Then a map

s :(aX - X) x K -> (aX - X) x {k} is defined by s((x,y)) = (x,k) for (x,y) e

(aX ― X) x K. (p denotes (s o r)＼a.xx{k}-Then we note that f : aX x {k} ―>

(olX ― X) x {k} is a retraction. Thus aX is a singular compactification of X.

□

Let X be a non-compact space, Y a compact space and / : X ―>Y a

continuous map. Then the singular set S(f) of / is the set {v e Y : for every open
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set U of Ycontaining y, clxf~l(U) is not compact} [5].We say that / is singular

if S(f) = Y [17]. If / is singular, then we can construct a singular compacti-

fication of X as follows: On the set X＼JY, basic neighborhoods of points in

X remain the same as in X. Points in Y have neighborhoods of the form

U＼J(f-l(U)-F), where U is open in Y and F is compact in X. Then XUY

with this topology is a compactification of X, and is denoted by XUfS(f). A

compactification aX of X is said to be singular if aX ≪ JU/S(f) for some

singular map / (cf.[11] and [17]);the fundamental idea of thiscompactification is

originated from [10].

A compact space S is called a singular set of X if there exists a continuous

map / :X -> S such that S = S(f).

Proposition 3.2. Let X he a non-compact space and S a compact space.

Then X has a singular compactification with S as a remainder if and only if S is a

singular set of X.

Proof. Necessity. Suppose that aX is a singular compactification of X with

S as a remainder. Note that there existsa retraction r : aX ―≫aX ―X (= S). Put

/ = rfz. Then we will verify that S = S(f). In fact,take a point xe S and let £/

be a neighborhood of jcin S. We willshow that dxf~l{U) is not compact. Take

a net {xv}veN (<=X) converging to x in aX, where N is a suitable directed set

with some order <. Then we note that there existsa vo e N such that v > vo then

xver~l(U). Note that r(xv) =f(xv) e U for all v > v0. Then xvef-l{U) for all

v > vo. If clxf~l(U) is compact, then x e clxf~l(U). This is a contradiction.

Sufficiency. This follows from the definition of singular compactifications.

□

From the above proposition we realize that every singular compactification

depends on a singular map. The following example shows that there exists

singular compactifications aX and yX of X such that aX is not equivalent to yX,

even if aX ―X is homeomorphic to yX ―X.

Example 3.1. Let Xq ―X＼ ― [0,1) with a usual topology and X2 = coq with

a discrete topology. Then we put X ― @/<3 Xt. Put a2X = co(Xq @ Xi) c C0X2

and }>2X = (oXq @cq(X＼ c X2). Then ≪2^ is not equivalent to y2X, even if

a2^ - X is homeomorphic to y2^ ―X. In fact, denote co(Xq c A"i)- lo c X＼ ―

{po}, coX2-X2 = {pi}, coX0-X0 = {qQ} and to(Xi c JT2)- Xx c X2 = {qi}.

Clearly, a2X - X is homeomorphic to y2X - X. Suppose that 0L2X ≪ y2X and
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then qliX > y2X. Then there exists a continuous map / : 012X ―>y2X such that

f＼x is an identity on X. Then we note that either f(po) = qo or f(po) = q＼

holds. Since neither coXq nor co(X＼cX2) contains f(co(Xo@Xi) ―K) for any

compact subset K of Xo c X＼, we can get a contradiction. This implies that

012X & y-yX.

Let d(X) be the density of a space X. The rest of this section DK is a discrete

space with cardinality k. Proving our main theorem, we will begin with the

following lemmas:

Lemma 3.1. Let S be a compact space and Y a non-compact space which is a

continuous image of a non-compact space X. If Y has a singular compactification

with S as a remainder, then X has a singular compactification with S as a remainder.

Proof. From Proposition 3.2 S is a singular set of Y. Then there exists

a singular map / : Y ―>S such that S = S(f). Assume that g : X ―>Y is a

continuous onto map. Then we will show that S ― S(f og). In fact,take a point

x e S and let U be an open neighborhood of x in S. Assume the contrary

dxg~l(f~l(U)) is compact. Since g{dxg~l{f~l{U))) =>f~l(U), we note that

c＼yf~l{U) is compact. This is a contradiction. This implies that x e S(f o g) and

then we have shown that S = S(fog). Again from the Proposition 3.21 has a

singular compactification with S as a remainder. □

Lemma 3.2. Let X he a non-compact space, Y a space and S a compact

space. If X has a singular compactification with S as a remainder, then X x Y has

a singular compactification with S as a remainder.

Proof. Assume that X has a singular compactification with S as a

remainder. Since X is a continuous image of X x Y, from Lemma 3.1 X x Y

has a singular compactification with S as a remainder. □

From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we will prove the main lemma:

Lemma 3.3. Let k be an infinitecardinal and X ―(§)a<KXu. with Xa # 0 and

d{XaL) < k for any a,< k and Y a space with d(Y) < d(X). Then for any compact

space S the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) X x Y has a singular compactification with S as a remainder,

(2) X has a singular compactification with S as a remainder.
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Proof. (1) =≫(2). Assume that X x Y has a singular compactification with

S as a remainder. Since d(X) ― k, we note that d(S) < k. Let D be a dense

subset of S. Enumerate D as {xa : a < </(<S)}.Note that ^K can be represented as

the infinite disjoint topological sum c^^Ax such that ＼Da＼= k for every

a < */(£").A map q>:DK ―*D defined by <p(d)― xa for every d e Da. Note that

(p is continuous and S{(p)―S. From Proposition 3.2 DK has a singular com-

pactification with S as a remainder. From Lemma 3.1 there exists a singular

compactification of X with S as a remainder, because DK is a continuous image

of X.

(2) =>･(1). This part of the proof follows from Lemma 3.2. We have thus

proved the lemma. □

It is well-known the fact that every non-separable metrizable space can be

represented as the infinitedisjointtopologicalsum. We will prove the main

theorem in the case X is a non-separable metrizablespace:

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a non-separablemetrizablespace and Y a space with

d(Y)<d(X). Then for any compact space S the following conditionsare

equivalent.

(1) X x Y has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder,

(2) X has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder,

(3) d(S) < d(X) holds.

Proof. Since X is a eon-separable metrizable space, X can be represented as

0a<KIa, where Xa is cr-compact for every oc< k and k > co＼.Without loss of

generality, we can assume that Xa # 0 for any a < k. Then from Lemma 3.3 we

note that (1) is equivalent to (2). Finally, we will show that (2) is equivalent to

(3). Clearly, we note that (2) implies (3).It is sufficientto show that (3) implies

(2). Let D be a dense subset of 5".Enumerate D as {xx : a < d(S)}. Note that DK

can be represented as the infinitedisjoint topological sum Rx<mS) Da such that

＼Da＼―k for every a < d(S). Define a map (p: DK ― D as follows: <p(d)= xa for

every d e Da. Note that S ― S(q>). From Proposition 3.2 DK has a singular

compactification with S as a remainder and then from Lemma 3.1 X has a

singular compactification with S as a remainder, because X can be represented as

R
<x<k

^≪> W^ere ^i*is a non-empty c--compact space for any a < k. We have thus

proved the theorem. □

Mimicking the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can get the following corollary:
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Corollary 3.1. Let X and Y he non-separahlemetrizablespaces.Then for

any compact space S the following conditionsare equivalent:

(1) X x Y has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder,

(2) eitherX or Y has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder,

(3) eitherd{S) <:d(X) or d(S) < d(Y) holds.

Let Q(X) be the setof allquasi-components of a space X and p : X ― Q{X)

the naturalprojectionfrom Xonto Q(X). We given Q(X) the topology generated

by {^ :<£a (?(X) and p~l{^)is clopen in X} as a base for open sets.We call

the space Q(X) with thistopology the quasi-component space of X [14].

T. Kimura [21] proved the followinglemma:

Lemma 3.4([21],T. Kimura). Let X he a separablemetrizablespace.If the

quasi-component space Q(X) is not compact, then X can be representedas the

infinitedisjointtopologicalsum.

From Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we can get the main theorem in the case X is

a separablemetrizablespace with a non-compact quasi-component space Q(X):

Theorem 3.2. Let X he a separable metrizahlespace with a non-compact

quasi-component space Q{X) and Y a space with d{Y) <d(X). Then for any

compact space S thefollowing conditionsare equivalent:

(1) X x Y has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder,

(2) X has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder.

From Theorem 3.2 and the similarargument above we can get the following

corollary:

Corollary 3.2. Let X and Y he separablemetrizablespaces and eithera

quasi-component space Q{X) or a quasi-component space Q(Y) is not compact.

Then for any compact space S thefollowing conditionsare equivalent:

(1) X x Y has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder,

(2) eitherX or Y has a singularcompactificationwith S as a remainder.

In Theorem 3.2 the condition that X has a non-compact quasi-component

space Q(X) can not be dropped.

Example 3.2. Put X = [0,1) with a usual topology and Y = [0,1] 0 [0,1),

where [0,1] with a usual topology. We note that X x Y has a singular com-
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pactificationwith D2 as a remainder. However, X can not have a singular

compactificationwith D2 as a remainder.
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